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“Remember, all I’m offering is the truth—nothing more.”
— Morpheus, “The Matrix”

One of Carlos’ most memorable series was his three-part, “Who Runs the

World?” (August-October 2013 in the LMR). We both knew that we ran the risk
of scaring our conventional readers with so-called conspiracy talk, but we thought
it was vital to document Carlos’ painstaking research, using quite reputable sources,
to show the interconnections that made sense out of the seeming chaos unfolding
before our eyes.
Over the coming issues, Bob will take his turn, detailing the quite open and
explicit plans from admitted socialists on their strategy for first conquering
American culture, and then its other institutions. Again, we realize how extreme
and uncomfortable this type of claim might make some readers, but we promise
that everything in Bob’s issues will be directly sourced to publicly available
documents that readers can investigate themselves.
Nobody can deny that our civil and economic liberties have suffered an incredible
erosion just in the past 20 years. It might be reassuring to believe that this
occurrence was just dumb luck, the outcome of an unguided process that nobody
could have predicted.
Alas, as Carlos’ initial series and Bob’s forthcoming one will document, we know
that this is not the case. There has been a deliberate, strategic, and coordinated
assault on the various institutions—such as the Constitution, press, school,
church, and family—that might have impeded the rapid centralization of power
in Washington, D.C. It would be naïve to think that the collapse of these defenses
was a giant coincidence.
Thank you for your continued support. In these troubled times, only a Remnant
will carry forth the lantern of truth.
Sincerely,
Carlos and Bob

Lara-Murphy Report
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
F e d G o e s C o r p o r at e

The Federal Reserve announced in mid-June that it would begin buying individual corporate bonds.
As CNBC reports (available at: https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/15/the-fed-says-it-is-goingto-start-buying-individual-corporate-bonds.html): “The Federal Reserve is expanding its foray into
corporate credit to now buy individual corporate bonds, on top of the exchange-traded funds it already is
purchasing… As part of a continuing effort to support market functioning and ease credit conditions, the
Fed added functions to its Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility. The program has the ability to buy
up to $750 billion worth of corporate credit.”
This move is an incredible invitation to corruption. Jay Powell is using this crisis to expand the Fed’s
power both quantitatively and qualitatively. When the market tumbles again, don’t be shocked if the
Fed begins directly buying stocks.

R o a c h Di s se s D ol l a r

In an article for Bloomberg (available at: https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-0608/a-crash-in-the-dollar-is-coming), Stephen Roach—Yale professor and former chief economist
for Morgan Stanley—warns of a coming dollar crash. In his words: “The era of the U.S. dollar’s
“exorbitant privilege” as the world’s primary reserve currency is coming to an end. Then French Finance
Minister Valery Giscard d’Estaing coined that phrase in the 1960s largely out of frustration, bemoaning a
U.S. that drew freely on the rest of the world to support its over-extended standard of living. For almost 60
years, the world complained but did nothing about it. Those days are over.”
Specifically, Roach highlights the mismatch between domestic saving and domestic investment.
Although household saving is up—partly out of fear, and partly because people have been stuck at
home—when coupled with government deficits, total national saving is at record lows. Indeed, if
we consider national saving net of depreciation as a percentage of gross national income, the chart
looks like this:

Pulse on the Market
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PULSE ON THE MARKET

As Roach explains, this measure went negative “for the first time on record” following the 2008
financial crisis. But with current trends, rather than the trough around -2.8% back in 2009, Roach
warns of net saving “possibly plunging into the unheard of -5% to -10% zone.”
Such an imbalance would need to be financed by foreign saving, and consequently Roach thinks the
US dollar could fall significantly against other currencies in 2021. We would only caution that if
another global crash in markets occurs, investors might once again rush to Treasuries as a safe haven,
despite the awful fundamentals.

Pulse on the Market
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
Conflicting Covid Trends

Nationwide, the number of new cases of SARS-Cov-2 (i.e. the novel coronavirus) has recently
skyrocketed, rising from 20,000 daily new cases in late May to 50,000 by late June. Anti-Trump
progressives have tended to focus on these statistics to “prove” that reopening the economy was a
terribly premature move. On the other hand, proponents of re-opening point out that the scope of
testing is much higher, so of course more tests will turn out positive each day.
In reality, both sides have a point. Yes, the amount of tests being administered daily has steadily risen,
but after troughing in early June, the percentage of tests coming back positive for the coronavirus is
on the rise. Therefore, it really does appear that more people are spreading the virus in recent weeks.
This chart from Johns Hopkins details the relevant factors (and be careful, the right axis doesn’t start
at 0%):

SOURCE: Johns Hopkins, data as of July 7, 2020, at: https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/testing/individual-states

Pulse on the Market
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
Now, a completely separate fact is that the daily number of deaths that have been attributed to
Covid-19 continue their downward march, even with the apparent surge in infections. This probably
reflects two beneficial trends: (a) As the virus spreads among younger people—rather than ripping
through nursing homes as in the first weeks of the outbreak—the fatality rate is much lower, and
(b) we are getting better at treating the serious cases, so a given person who would have died back
in March might now survive the disease.

Pulse on the Market
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Applying Austrian Business Cycle Theory to Our Current Economy
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One of the ironies in our current
situation is that Carlos and I have been
warning our subscribers for years that the
various rounds of quantitative easing (QE)
had blown up a giant asset bubble that would
eventually burst, and that the fallout would
be even worse than what happened in the
fall of 2008. Well, that did happen, but there
was the whole global pandemic thrown into
the mix. Consequently, it’s hard to know
how Austrian business cycle theory interacts
with the coronavirus itself and the associated
lockdowns.
I am going to be honest with you folks that
I am not certain myself. After all, our situation is quite literally unprecedented. The best
I can do is walk you through my own attempt
to grapple with this situation and show you
what I’ve come up with so far. Naturally, I
will continue to monitor events and “kick
the tires” in my own reasoning, and will update you in the coming issues as needed.

online article in the endnotes.1) Notice
that my warning came eleven months
before the Lehman crisis struck in the
fall of 2008. Moreover, I actually developed this analysis (for a private client)
in the summer of 2007—at a time when
people like Ben Bernanke were assuring
Americans that the housing sector was
in store for some bumps but that the
broader economy would pull through
without too much trouble.2
2. Austrian business cycle theory provided real-world guidance on the severity of the 2020 crash. Long-time
readers know that Carlos and I have
been warning since the 2008 crisis
that the Fed’s response was merely setting us up for yet another giant crash.
However, we said more than that. During our live events for the public and/
or financial professionals, I developed a

What I Can Say With Confidence
Before moving into the realm of my speculations, let me first establish a grounding in
the statements about the economy where I
am confident.
1. Austrian business cycle theory provided real-world guidance on the severity of the 2008 crash. Specifically,
using ABCT back in October 2007, I
worried that the US was in store for “the
worst recession in 25 years.” (See my

Austrian business cycle
theory provided real-world
guidance on the severity of
the 2020 crash.

Applying Austrian Business Cycle Theory to Our Current Economy
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PowerPoint presentation over the years
where I showed how to apply ABCT
to the housing bubble and crash. Then
I showed how we could use the same
framework to predict that the next
crash—in other words, the one that
would follow the 2008 crisis—would
be much worse. Well, in March 2020
stock markets around the world had
record-breaking losses, and US unemployment went from 3.5% in March
2020 to 14.7% two month later. Again,
I recognize that the coronavirus was
thrown into the mix here, but events
have already vindicated the dire predictions that Carlos and I had been making. Maybe we “got lucky” but at this
point, all we can say is that what we said
would happen, did in fact happen.
3. The inverted yield curve is still a
(nearly) perfect recession predictor—
and this is totally compatible with the
Austrian theory. When warning over
the years that we were in an unsustainable bubble, Carlos and I faced the
difficulty of giving guidance on exactlywhen the bubble would burst. When
the yield curve inverted in 2019, I reminded readers that this had “signaled
a recession” just about flawlessly since
World War II, and then I made fairly
definitive forecasts saying that the big
recession we had been warning about
would start by the summer of 2020.
Again, maybe we “got lucky,” but events
played out to vindicate this framework.

4. The Fed’s unprecedented interventions in the wake of the coronavirus
panic are setting us up for an even bigger crash down the road. Mises and the
other Austrians are right: Interest rates
are market prices that help coordinate
household saving with entrepreneurs’
long-term production plans. When
the Fed and commercial banks merely
create electronic money and artificially
push down interest rates, this doesn’t
translate into genuine saving. There
are no extra “real resources” created by
simple monetary inflation and credit
expansion. The enormous Fed interventions in the markets this year are only
setting us up for yet a bigger calamity
down the road.
5. A novel coronavirus killing tens of
thousands of Americans (and many
more around the world), coupled with
political lockdowns preventing workers from going to their jobs and customers from patronizing many businesses, doesn’t help the economy. In
other words, however bad we would
have expected the crash to be because
of what the Fed did with its various
rounds of QE, it can’t possibly be that
the global pandemic and related lockdowns cushion the blow. If the structure of production had been in an
unsustainable configuration as of February 2020, such that a big crash was
necessary to move resources into more
sustainable niches, then the chaos that
ensued in March and April only made
things even worse.

Applying Austrian Business Cycle Theory to Our Current Economy
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What I’m Not Sure About
In the previous section I summarized the
propositions about which I am quite confident. The Austrian theory of the business
cycle is not only elegant, but it has served me
quite well over the years in anticipating the
severity of a coming crash.
However, the coronavirus crisis and related
lockdowns is making it difficult to give guidance at the present time. Specifically, here’s
the issue: Now that the Fed has unleashed a
flood of liquidity, are we past the worst of the
crisis? In particular, since the unemployment
rate is now falling, does that mean we’re in
a recovery—albeit an artificial one built on
quicksand? For investors, should they now
get back into the stock market, thinking it
will be blown to ever new highs until the
next crash, which might not occur for years?
As I admitted upfront, I am not certain
how to answer these critical questions. To
repeat, all I can do is share my own thoughts
with readers so you can hopefully at least
benefit from my considerations.
What makes all of this tricky is that the Fed
wouldn’t have dared to engage in the scale of
actions that it undertook in recent months,
had the stock market crash not been so severe and had Americans not been terrified
because of the pandemic. In other words, the
Covid-19 crisis gave the Fed cover to engage
in far more monetary inflation than would
have occurred in a “normal” crash and beginning of a recession.

Since the unemployment
rate is now falling, does
that mean we’re in a recovery—albeit an artificial
one built on quicksand?

Looking at Rate Cuts and Previous
Recessions
To gain some perspective on the timing
of Fed rate cuts and the business cycle, let’s
look at previous recessions.
Figure 1 shows the pattern of recessions
and Fed rate cuts, going back almost to
World War II. For the eight recessions (gray
bars) going from the 1950s up through the
early 2000s, we see that the recession was already over before the Fed had even gotten finished cutting rates. It was only in the so-called
Great Recession, following the 2008 crisis,
that the Fed ended its rate cuts while the
economy was still stuck in a rut.

Applying Austrian Business Cycle Theory to Our Current Economy
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Figure 1. Effective Federal Funds Rate and Recessions (Gray Bars), 1955-2011

However, even this might not be the right
way to think about it, because interest rates
were relatively low (by historical standards)
going into the Great Recession. In other
words, the Fed didn’t have as much “room”
to cut rates once it decided to reverse course
in June 2007, and so it hit the zero-lowerbound fairly quickly.
From these considerations alone, we would
be tempted to say that the worst is now be-

hind us, at least for this phase of the cycle.
As Figure 1 shows us, except for the last
crash, by the time the Fed has finished cutting rates, the recovery is already underway.
Therefore, because the Fed this year has already unloaded an incredible amount of firepower, and because rates are already back to
rock-bottom levels, we might be tempted to
conclude that we are already in the midst of
a recovery.

Applying Austrian Business Cycle Theory to Our Current Economy
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Yes, But This Time Might Be Different!

For the eight recessions
(gray bars) going from the
1950s up through the early
2000s, we see that the
recession was already over
before the Fed had even
gotten finished cutting
rates.

Alas, things aren’t so simple. Look again
at Figure 1 and what happened during the
Great Recession. Besides the fact that the
fed funds rate hit (virtually) zero while the
economy was still sluggish, the other pertinent fact is how long the Great Recession
lasted. Specifically, it was officially dated
from December 2007 through June 2009,
for a “peak to trough” duration of 18 months.
That is in fact the longest recession since
the Great Depression itself, according to
the National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER) records.3

also corresponded with very aggressive monetary inflation and hence very artificially low
interest rates (once we adjust for price inflation).

Here’s another consideration, again looking back at Figure 1: Relatively long recessions (lasting 16 months) occurred in the
mid-1970s and early 1980s. These episodes

In other words, the historical record suggests that the more aggressive the monetary
inflation during the boom period, the longer
the duration of the ensuing bust period. This

Applying Austrian Business Cycle Theory to Our Current Economy
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makes intuitive sense, because the greater
the amount of inflationary distortion during
the boom, the worse the malinvestments are
and the higher the unemployment rate has
to spike during the bust. It takes that much
longer during the “cleansing” process of the
bust to reallocate labor and other resources
to more sustainable niches.
Consequently, because of these considerations, we would expect the bust phase this
time around to be at least as long as occurred
during the Great Recession. To the extent
that the Obama-era bust dragged on so
long, and even the ostensible “recovery” was
so tepid, because of bad federal government
policies, we can likewise say the same about
our present situation. Specifically, the federal
government’s $600 per week supplementing
of unemployment insurance compensation
will hobble the recovery of the labor market.
(This program expires at the end of July, but
will probably be extended at least in some
form.) The extraordinary increase in Treasury debt will also be a huge drag on growth,
at least to the extent that it is caused by increased spending.
Conclusion
We are blessed/cursed to be living in interesting times. Even for those of us fully con-

The historical record
suggests that the more
aggressive the monetary
inflation during the boom
period, the longer the
duration of the ensuing
bust period.

vinced of the correctness of Austrian business cycle theory, the coronavirus has been
such a wild card that it makes it difficult to
navigate.
In this article I explained some of the conflicting considerations making it difficult
to apply Austrian theory to our situation.
However, weighing all of the material, my
best guess at the moment is that the US will
suffer from high unemployment and sub-par
growth at least through the fall of 2021.
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Uncertainty Is World Wide
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In this brave new world of the coronavirus pandemic, I was captivated by a recent article written by one of my most favorite authors, doctor of medicine, and free
market libertarian—the honorable Ron Paul.
Dr. Paul is no stranger to many of us who
espouse Austrian economics and promote
the work of many of the school’s disciples,
such as Ludwig von Mises, F.A. Hayek and
of course, our very own, Nelson Nash. The
article I refer to is new, having been written just a few days ago this past June 16,
2020.1 This is an important point to make
because events occurring in our environment
that have now become the “new normal” are
changing drastically every day.
In the article, Paul discussed the recent
government officials’ “stay at home” orders.
These rules later shifted to orders to go out
on the streets to protest the death of George

Paul’s point was that thousands representing the
“medical community” were claiming that the virus
would not harm individuals that were protesting
this injustice, but that the virus would certainly
harm the people that were leaving their homes for
the sole aim of protesting the stay-at-home orders.

Floyd at the hands of the police. Paul’s point
was that thousands representing the “medical community” were claiming that the virus would not harm individuals that were
protesting this injustice, but that the virus
would certainly harm the people that were
leaving their homes for the sole aim of protesting the stay-at-home orders.
Most anyone in their right mind would
agree with me in saying that this kind of
enforcement and actions were pure insanity.
Yet, they persisted, regardless of the violence
they created. Paul went further in describing the immense social disconnect of these
actions by pointing out the millions of businesses that have been sledgehammered and
vandalized, many of them black-owned, and
innocent people, especially in the inner cities, are left without a place to shop for basic
necessities.
Then all of a sudden,
the mainstream media
simultaneously embraced
a new story to terrify the
masses: the “second wave”
of the coronavirus! Basically, a follow-up business
lockdown to keep the
economy from returning
to normalcy. How insane
would you say is that?
As mind-boggling as
all this sounds, it was actually the very last sentence in Dr. Paul’s article
that struck me as beyond

Uncertainty Is World Wide
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belief. It was not what the article said, but
rather what it didn’t say. What it did say was
this, and I quote, “There is something else going on here and it is in no way related to public
health.” Then his article ended right there.
In other words, he never told us what that
“something else” was, and he just left it there
for us to ponder.

Something Dreadful Really Is Amiss

Now it’s true that we all have a sense that
things are not right. Something’s wrong.
It’s like people have gone stark raving mad
and of course everybody seems to have an
opinion. But does anyone really know what’s
really going on behind the scenes? Does anyone know who, or what, is orchestrating all
of this hate and destruction, of the type that
only a demon could unleash?

Does anyone really know
what’s really going on behind
the scenes? Does anyone know
who, or what, is orchestrating
all of this hate and destruction,
of the type that only a demon
could unleash?

In this LMR article I will attempt to unravel the apparent mystery. However, my
version of the story, though factual, is too
unpleasant to think about for very long unless you are a person of faith.

You have heard for years that Robert and I
were warning people that the stock market
crash would happen and that it would rival
the 2008 crisis, perhaps being bigger than
any crash in the history of our
country.

Last year’s market indicators assured
us that the dreaded crash would occur
this year and it did.

To make sense of my narrative we first
need to recall how all this began because it
all happened very quickly and caught all of
us by complete surprise. But I don’t mean
the surprising crash of the stock market.

We knew for years that big
business and risky markets
were spiraling out of control,
yet the stock market itself continued to climb to record highs.
Even so, government debt ballooned higher than ever. Last
year’s market indicators assured
us that the dreaded crash would
occur this year and it did.
What we did not know is
what would ignite the crash.

Uncertainty Is World Wide
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Certainly, we never dreamed that a fearbased assault from a virus pandemic would
do it. A pandemic that began to immediately
shut down the airlines, cruise ships, and all
travel in general. Therefore, separate from
the market’s collapse, this virus scared all of
us. The warnings we received was like noth-

What we did not know is what
would ignite the crash.

ing we had experienced. In effect, we were
caught flat-footed and we had no choice but
to comply with the Government’s orders,
close our businesses, and just stay home.

no longer be taken for granted. But, I am
getting ahead of myself.
Keep in mind that one of the most baffling
things about the coronavirus and the mess
it is creating is that its worldwide. Almost
every country on Earth has been affected
by not only the attempts to cure the disease
by the medical community and the hospitals, and governments around the world
have mandated quarantines on households
and closed down businesses. More importantly, there is, as always, the overwhelming
evidence that the world’s central banks are a
party to the collateral damage currently being experienced by all nations. There is without a doubt, a coordinated effort between
central banks, world governments and the
virus pandemic.

Yes, I am aware that the stock market rose
So, dare I say what Dr. Paul did not say
up again quickly with a tremendous rally,
but continue reading because that is not go- in his article? Yes, I should most definitely
ing to be the end of the story. We should all and in one word, it’s evil. One sure way to
know by now that the Federal Reserve bails recognize it is to follow the money because
out whomever they want, and they gener- big money always leads straight to the ultraally bail out Wall Street. This
is exactly what they did again
recently with an unprecI should most definitely and in one word, it’s
edented amount of money
evil. One sure way to recognize it is to follow
printing pumped right back
the money because big money always leads
and directly into Wall Street.
straight to the ultra-powerful.
$2.9 trillion beginning in
early March of this year. But,
the looting, and the ongoing pandemic scare, and the
“new normal” it has created,
has shifted our world in such
a bizarre way that the known
structures of our economy can
Uncertainty Is World Wide
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powerful. The responsibility for orchestrating this kind of fear and destruction lies with
them. Their total control becomes more obvious with every passing day as we witness
and conclude that there is no real plan or
desire to cure the elderly, the sick and dying.
In other words, if people die in their process
of amassing even more wealth and absolute
power, so be it.
As for the rest of us in the U.S., it has taken a few short months to finally catch our
breath and begin to see clearer in the light of
day. Don’t forget that we have been imprisoned in our homes and we were there long
enough to have the entire infrastructure of
our economy demolished before we knew it.
Now twenty million people are out of work
and on unemployment. They have no real
clue how they will ultimately survive paying for living necessities. Many others of us
have barely had sufficient time to think this
through and have meaningful conversations
with other people. Even our houses of worship have been closed down to extend the
isolation.
Now, with barely enough time to begin
thinking soberly, they are threatening to
quarantine everybody all over again. This
of course would be the kiss of death for the
economy. This is why more and more people
are realizing that this is all a mad hoax, only
that it’s not funny because human existence
is being destroyed. There is even a deep
sense among a growing number of people
that there is a very strong, stronger than ever,
socialist movement being unleashed and
aimed at destroying the soul of capitalism.
Uncertainty Is World Wide

Nothing seems safe anymore.
Standing back and assessing the state
of our world today, it’s difficult for me not
to remember the complete destruction of
Rome in 426 AD as Saint Augustine, bishop
of Hippo, explained in his classic book, “The
City of God”. According to him, it was all
the work of the devil. The one who has been
a liar and deceiver from the beginning

Central Bank Reserves Can’t Be Taken for
Granted
Ever since the Federal Reserve was established as our countries’ central bank in 1913,
it has operated as our so called, “lender of last
resort.” In all this time it has principally purchased U.S. Treasuries and used commercial
banks to increase or decrease credit in the
economy. During the 2008 financial crisis it
purchased a vast number of Treasuries, comparable (in percentage terms) to the expansionary policy during the Great Depression
of the 1930s. In a manner of a few months,
from September 2008 until December of
2009, the Federal Reserve went from $939
billion in reserves to $1.5 trillion during Fed
Chairman Bernanke’s term in office.
These purchases of Treasuries continued
monthly for a period of 7 years becoming
famously known as “QE One, QE Two and
QE Three.” All totaled, they amassed $4.35
Trillion in total reserves by 2014, at the start
of Fed Chair Janet Yellen’s term in office.
Besides U.S. Treasuries, the Fed’s assets, for
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the first time, also absorbed several billion in
mortgage-backed securities, or MBS.
Since then the Federal Reserve has moved
toward liquidating its reserve holdings of
both Treasuries and MBS. It also began
experimenting in other forms of asset purchases in attempts to dispel the growing belief that the Federal Reserve was losing its
credibility by having lost control of its main
tool after the 2008 financial crisis. The wellknown Bernanke “wealth effect” had been
critically overused. Jerome Powell, the new
Federal Reserve Chairman, is now in charge
and his approach to running the Fed has also
been criticized repeatedly, more recently and
especially by the President, Donald Trump.
However, COVID-19 has changed everything. Included in those major changes
is allowing the Federal Reserve to reassert
themselves. The billions recently unleashed
by Jerome Powell tell the story. Then, just
this Sunday morning, June 28, 2020 fi-

nancial publications began reporting the
most recent actions of the Federal Reserve.
“Roughly 750 companies, including Apple,
Walmart and ExxonMobil” will have their
corporate bonds purchased by the Federal
Reserve,” the AP reported.2
The AP also reported that the Fed had “announced in March that it would, for the first
time in its history, purchase corporate bonds

That theme of keeping the
virus in check was a repeated
throw-out during the entire
lengthy narrative. Do we need
to wonder why?

as the intensifying virus outbreak caused
panicked investors to dump most types of
securities in a rush to hold cash. That pushed
up a range of interest rates and made it nearly impossible for companies to borrow more by issuing new bonds.”3
The Fed plans to purchase up to $750
billion in corporate bonds, but has up
to this point only put its toe in the
water by having bought only $429
million. The listing includes insurance companies but no banks. The
Federal Reserves also announced
$6.8 billion in bond ETFs.4
On June 30, 2020 the “Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve
System reported to the U.S. House
of Representatives in Washington.”5

Uncertainty Is World Wide
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Using a lengthy report, it emphasized that
this was a “global public health crisis.” The
report specifically blames the pandemic as
being responsible for the sharp decline in
spending and production “causing GDP
(the domestic product) in the second quarter to be the largest on record.” But quickly
stated that the fast actions of the Federal
Reserve were responsible for the immediate “bounce back” in economic activity. Then
adding notably, “the need to keep the virus
in check.” That theme of keeping the virus
in check was a repeated throw-out during
the entire lengthy narrative. Do we need to
wonder why?

So widespread has the violence and hatred
spiraled out of control that most people are
deathly afraid but cannot seem to express or
place the source of their fear. Law and order
is now so misplaced that it’s difficult to trust
anyone or anything.

Conclusion

Nelson Nash’s IBC and its Practitioner
Finder found at the Nelson Nash Institute, https://infinitebanking.org/Finder is also
highly recommended. Join with us and learn
why it’s so important to help build the 10
percent.

In this article I have attempted to explain
how the world as we once knew it completely changed in a matter of a few short months
by the spread of the coronavirus pandemic.
The news media in particular has been relentless in spreading the fear. Unfortunately,
they are being ordered to spread it.

More than ever I continue to urge our
readers to listened to the Lara-Murphy
video “How to Weather The Coming Financial Storms” presentation filmed in September 2016 and available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uu8PI69H_XU. Simply
because it is more relevant than ever. The
financial guidance it contains can help you
and your family survive the onslaught of the
pandemic.
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Doug Stuart is the CEO of the Libertarian Christian Institute, and
holds a Master’s Degree from Biblical Seminary. Doug became a
full-fledged libertarian while studying economics and theology of
social justice. Doug currently lives with his wife and three children in
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, where he runs a video production and web
design company. His family attends an evangelical church, where
he has taught classes on film and culture, evangelism, faith and
economics, and non-violence. His hobbies include cooking, aviation,
and hiking with his family and their new puppy.

Lara-Murphy Report: How did you discover Austrian economics?
Doug Stuart: Sometime during seminary in the mid-2000s, I became
enamored with the Christian origins and theology of social justice. But
as much as I appreciated their theological viewpoints, I felt pretty queasy
about the policy proposals favored by social justice advocates. I knew I
needed to learn at least some basic economic principles in order to properly
assess whether or not any particular policy would be efficacious, let alone
remotely resemble what Jesus would advocate.
Among the first economic books I came upon was Bob Murphy’s The Politically Incorrect Guide to Capitalism. At the time I was more conservative,
so a book whose title said “politically incorrect” just had to be good, right?
Concurrently, I was a Glenn Beck listener, who frequently had Ron Paul
on as a guest to talk about the economy. So from there, both Bob Murphy
and Ron Paul introduced me to the Mises Institute, and my economic
education began in earnest. I listened to podcasts, lectures, anything I could
get my hands on! I owe a huge debt of gratitude to the Austrian school of
economics for giving me a solid foundation upon which I can rest much of
my economic thought.
LMR: You are CEO of the Libertarian Christian Institute. How did the
LCI come about?
DS: Around the time I was learning Austrian economics and integrating
my Christian faith and theology, I came upon libertarianchristians.com,
founded by Dr. Norman Horn. (I jokingly tell Norman he beat me to the
domain by a few months!) Norman founded libertarianchristians.com in
Can a Christian Be Libertarian?
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order to flesh out how libertarian politics and the Christian faith were
not only compatible, but complementary to one another. The website was
dedicated to explaining the connections between Christian theology and
libertarian theory, and to promoting libertarianism to Christians. Many
Christians still believe that libertarianism is incompatible with Christian
faith, whereas we make the case that the most consistent expression of
Christian political thought is libertarianism.
In 2010 I became a regular contributor to libertarianchristians.com, and
by 2015, Norman’s vision for his website started to become a reality when
we became a 501(c)(3) non-profit and were now called The Libertarian

“As much as I appreciated their
theological viewpoints, I felt pretty
queasy about the policy proposals
favored by social justice advocates.
I knew I needed to learn at least
some basic economic principles.”

Christian Institute. The gravitas of a non-profit institute meant that we
could now make it easier for others to join our cause and expand our reach.
I became CEO in February 2018 to be responsible for delivering high
quality and relevant content that equips Christians to make the Christian
case for a free society. We do that as an organization through a variety of
ways. We’ve hosted conferences (both live and online), we have a weekly
podcast, an academic journal, regular articles on our website, an audiobook,
and even swag! While most of our supporters are from the United States,
our reach is global and the analytics suggest the site has been read in over
90 countries.
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LMR: In Mere Christianity C.S. Lewis cautions against subordinating
Christianity to political or social movements (however noble they might
be). How do you grapple with these difficult issues?
DS: This is such a difficult task, isn’t it? On the one hand, to proclaim the
Good News of Jesus is to announce that Jesus is Lord, which has manifold
implications, many of which are socio-political in the best sense. Being a
Christian, in my view, is more than a private matter – it means following
the Way of Jesus in all aspects of your life. This is the tricky business of
being Christian in a public way while staying true to our mission and vocation.

“Many Christians still believe that
libertarianism is incompatible with
Christian faith, whereas we make
the case that the most consistent
expression of Christian political
thought is libertarianism.”

But too often our faith in Jesus becomes so entangled with the surrounding culture that we lose both our distinctiveness and our divine calling.
In America in particular, both conservative and progressive Christianity
has become so enthralled with power politics, it ceases to be “Christian”
at all in any meaningful sense. I’m amazed at how many American Christians see the United States government as a tool for the Kingdom of God
(sometimes the tool), when it was clear in the Scriptures that Jesus came to
directly oppose Caesar (the state). Christians today clamor for their Caesar
to give them any semblance of authority and power over the rest of society,
all to enact their vision of what the world should look like. By contrast,
Jesus showed us what loving our neighbors and our enemies looked like,
and it is directly opposite to the way of the state. The Christian good news
(what we call “the gospel”) is that Jesus is King, and that real power, lasting change, and true authority is from Jesus, whose way is of non-violence
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(not aggression), forgiveness (not vengeance), restitution (not retribution),
harmony (not conflict), and protecting the vulnerable (not enriching at the
expense of others).
To be clear, there are many causes and social movements that should be
part of the Church’s mission as people of Christ. For example, the current
protests over police brutality and racism are fights that Christians should
be fighting! But we are always to be watchful and on guard because movements can become co-opted by the state for its own advantage. If we lack
prudence and wisdom we will just continue the cycle of oppression the
movements were intended to challenge. We accomplish more when we
take the radical approach of Jesus.

“Jesus showed us what loving our
neighbors and our enemies looked
like, and it is directly opposite to
the way of the state.”

LMR: Tell us about your forthcoming book on 100 questions.
DS: In a nutshell, it’s a Q&A-style book with 100 questions answered in
about 200 words, written as a collaborative project with four LCI authors.
Advancing the viewpoint that libertarianism is the political philosophy
that’s the most consistent expression of Christian political thought brings
with it some interesting challenges. Very rarely are people convinced by the
mere articulation of a viewpoint. There are always objections to be dealt
with and questions to be answered.
The book has a two-fold purpose. We write for libertarian Christians in
order to equip them with solid and succinct responses to common objections so they can make the Christian case for a free society. And we write
Can a Christian Be Libertarian?
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for the unconvinced seeker, with the hope that our answers will lead them
to a greater understanding of the libertarian Christian perspective.
We expect both the print and audiobook editions to be released in Fall
2020.
LMR: Has the LCI taken flak for its stances on Covid-19, even from other
libertarians?
DS: What we’ve said about COVID-19 hasn’t really been anything official
per se. Still, what we share on social media is assumed to be implicitly endorsing or rejecting something. So, for example, we have irritated some of

“If we lack prudence and wisdom
we will just continue the cycle
of oppression the movements
were intended to challenge. We
accomplish more when we take the
radical approach of Jesus.”

our followers because we refuse to stand against masks. I don’t like wearing
a mask any more than the next person, and I do realize why some people
cannot wear them in public. At the same time, I’ve noticed some libertarians resort to what amounts to their own form of virtue signaling; it’s like
some are saying if you wear a mask, you’re siding with totalitarianism instead of rejecting its agenda for mass control. There are good reasons and
bad reasons to reject mask mandates (even if the evidence leans dominantly
toward their effectiveness), but refusing to wear a mask as a symbol of
personal rejection of authority isn’t a particularly good argument and just
makes a bad name for libertarians.
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“I’ve noticed some libertarians
resort to what amounts to their
own form of virtue signaling.”

As a related aside, because many people find masks uncomfortable, the
demand for better, more comfortable masks will likely result in the market
delivering a mask that is comfortable and stylish, maybe even sexy. (Okay,
maybe that’s too far!)
LMR: Finally, do you think more people would accept the libertarian approach to social problems if we lived in a more Christian society?
DS: I guess that depends on what it means to live in a more Christian society. So many Christians don’t approach politics much like Christ anyway,
so that would need to change first. (Of course, that’s what LCI is aiming to
do!) In a “Christian society,” where all Christians were passionate like Jesus
about loving their neighbors as themselves, forgiving their enemies, protecting the vulnerable, and rejecting a top-down approach to social change,
they’d be well on their way to something that looks a lot like the world
libertarians want to live in.

Note: The economists and financial professionals interviewed in the LMR are given the freedom to express their views, without necessarily implying endorsement from the editors.
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FUND YOUR OWN

BAILOUT
If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to
finance your cars, homes, boats, capital expenditures for business needs or any thing
else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The rebirth
of PRIVATIZED BANKING is underway. You can take advantage of the years of
experience that these three authors in these two books are offering you.
Go to LARA-MURPHY.COM to find these and other fine books.

